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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE IN-
VENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to the
field of mountable kitchen utensils such as for use in an
aircraft galley, and more particularly, to a cork puller
mounted on a support configured to move the cork puller
between a compact stowed position and a deployed use
position.
[0002] Aircraft and other moving conveyances having
galleys typically include unique utensil designs and ways
of storing utensils that best utilize the limited space avail-
able and prevent shifting during movement. With regard
to aircraft galleys and other conveyances used for com-
mercial passengers, it is also desirable to fix utensils in
place so that they are easily located and to prevent loss.
With regard to aircraft in particular, it is also desirable to
mount potentially dangerous items (e.g., sharp items) in
place so that they cannot be used as weapons.
[0003] One such utensil commonly found in a galley,
such as an aircraft galley, is a cork puller. Cork pullers
typically include a helical coil made of metal that termi-
nates in a sharp point that is screwed into a cork and
pulled upward to remove the cork from a bottle, such as
a wine bottle. Conventional cork pullers are typically
loose, hand-held utensils stored in a drawer between us-
es. Because cork pullers may be used multiple times dur-
ing each flight, and because cork pullers can potentially
be used as weapons, it would be desirable to provide a
cork puller that is fixed in a convenient location to prevent
loss and its use as a weapon. It would further be desirable
to provide a cork puller that mounts within a galley in a
manner that is convenient for use and makes efficient
use of limited space.
[0004] It is further noted that EP 1 772 423 A1 relates
to a wall-mounted corkscrew comprising a mechanism
which includes the helical shaft to be inserted into the
cork and which is connected to an actuating lever. US
2008/0098854 A1 relates to a bottle opener having a
holding body that holds the top of the container. The hold-
ing body has a support that contacts the container and
a gripping member opposite the support. The gripping
member moves relative to the support between a re-
leased position, in which the gripping member permits
the container to be released from the device, and an en-
gaged position, in which the gripping member causes the
container to be held between the gripping member and
the support. The bottle opener also has an extracting
element, such as a corkscrew, operably connected to the
holding body which extracts the stopper from the con-
tainer. FR 2 734 254 A1 relates to a corkscrew comprising
a handle with a circular aperture and a gap between two
side levers. The handle holds the pivoted upper end of
the spiral screw. The screw is inserted into the cork with
the handle of the corkscrew aligned with it.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] In one aspect, a mountable cork puller is pro-
vided herein.
[0006] In another aspect, the mountable a cork puller
is configured to be mounted recessed within a support
wall, such as a galley wall, cabinet or bulkhead.
[0007] In another aspect, the cork puller is movable
between a stowed position within a tray to a deployed
use position forward of the support wall.
[0008] In another aspect, the mountable cork puller is
generally flush with the support wall when in the stowed
position.
[0009] In another aspect, the cork puller is fixed to a
movable support such that the cork puller is prevented
from being removed from the support in either the stowed
or deployed use positions.
[0010] In another aspect, the cork puller is operable
with one hand, leaving the other hand free to hold the
bottle.
[0011] To achieve the foregoing and other aspects and
advantages, a mountable cork puller is provided herein
including a tray open on one major side thereof adapted
to be mounted in a recess in a wall, a hinge pin associated
with the tray, and a hinge pivotally carried on the hinge
pin, the hinge attached at its free end to a cork puller
such that the hinge swings the cork puller between a
stowed position in which the cork puller is stowed in the
tray and a deployed use position in which the cork puller
is removed from the tray.
[0012] The hinge pin may be angled with respect to
vertical such that the cork puller is raised as it swings in
the direction of the deployed use position.
[0013] The hinge may define an opening therethrough
for receiving a finger for moving the hinge, and the tray
may include a flange extending in the direction of the one
open major side behind which the hinge sits in the stowed
position, and which the hinge is raised to clear to move
the cork puller from the stowed position to the deployed
use position.
[0014] The hinge may be angled such that the cork
puller can be swung about 180 degrees between the
stowed and deployed use positions.
[0015] The tray may include flanges that extend hori-
zontally outwardly from the one open major side that
overlap the wall.
[0016] The cork puller may include a handle pivotally
connected to the hinge, a screw connected to the handle,
and a screw housing pivotally connected to the hinge,
wherein the handle is lowered with respect to the hinge
to drive the screw into a cork in a bottle, and is raised
with respect to the hinge to withdraw the cork from the
bottle. The screw housing may include a bottle neck po-
sitioning collar.
[0017] The cork puller mounts flush with the wall when
the cork puller is in the stowed position, and is positioned
forward with respect to the wall when the cork puller is
in the deployed use position.
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[0018] Additional features, aspects and advantages of
the invention will be set forth in the detailed description
which follows, and in part will be readily apparent to those
skilled in the art from that description or recognized by
practicing the invention as described herein. It is to be
understood that both the foregoing general description
and the following detailed description present various
embodiments of the invention, and are intended to pro-
vide an overview or framework for understanding the na-
ture and character of the invention as it is claimed. The
accompanying drawings are included to provide a further
understanding of the invention, and are incorporated in
and constitute a part of this specification.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] These and other features, aspects and advan-
tages of the present invention are better understood
when the following detailed description of the invention
is read with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
which:

FIG. 1 is a side elevation view of an embodiment of
a mountable cork puller shown in a stowed position;
FIG. 2 is a side elevation view of the cork puller
shown deployed for use and indicating the motion
sequence by which the cork puller is deployed;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a portion of a support
wall on which the cork puller is mounted, with the
cork puller shown in the deployed use position;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the cork puller shown
in the deployed use position and extending for of the
support wall;
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the cork puller shown
ready to engage a cork in a bottle;
FIG. 6 is a side elevation view of the cork puller
shown ready to engage a cork in a bottle; and
FIG. 7 is a top perspective view of the cork puller
shown engaged with a cork in a bottle.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0020] The present invention will now be described
more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompany-
ing drawings in which exemplary embodiments of the in-
vention are shown. However, the invention may be em-
bodied in many different forms and should not be con-
strued as limited to the representative embodiments set
forth herein. The exemplary embodiments are provided
so that this disclosure will be both thorough and complete,
and will fully convey the scope of the invention and enable
one of ordinary skill in the art to make, use and practice
the invention. Like reference numbers refer to like ele-
ments throughout the various drawings.
[0021] The mountable cork puller disclosed herein is
configured to be mounted on a support wall such as a
bulkhead, galley cabinet or other support wall. Although
the mountable cork puller is described herein as being

mounted to a support wall in an aircraft galley, the mount-
able cork puller is suitable for being mounted to any sup-
port structure, such as in a home, restaurant kitchen, bar
or any other facility where corked bottles are opened.
Mounting the cork puller on a support wall allows the cork
puller to be stowed away when not in use, provides a
means of holding the cork puller during use, frees one
hand for holding the bottle, fixes the cork puller to the
wall and prevents loss of the cork puller, among other
advantages.
[0022] As used herein, the term "cork puller" in intend-
ed to broadly describe any device for drawing a cork or
stopper from a bottle or other container. Although most
cork pullers include a helical coil terminating in a sharp
point that is turned to advance into a cork, other types of
cork pullers may be used with this invention. Although
the cork puller shown and described herein includes a
specific handle and screw configuration, it is envisioned
that the shapes and configurations may be changed with-
out departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
For example, alternative cork puller configurations may
include twist-type T-bar handles, press levers, wing
gears and twin-prong cork pullers, among others.
[0023] Referring to FIGS. 1-3, a mountable cork puller
according to an embodiment of the present invention is
shown generally at reference numeral 10. The overall
assembly in its stowed position has a thickness substan-
tially less than its length or height, and thus may be
mounted recessed within a wall having a small thickness,
such as a cabinet or bulkhead. As shown, the assembly
is mounted within a recess "R" in a galley wall "G" suffi-
ciently deep to fully contain the thickness dimension of
the assembly. In the stowed position, the assembly sits
substantially flush with the support wall.
[0024] The assembly includes a generally rectangular-
shaped tray 12 that is open on one major side thereof for
housing a movable cork puller 14 between uses. The tray
12 has a depth substantially corresponding to the thick-
ness of the cork puller 14 such that the cork puller can
be stowed entirely within the tray between uses. The
shape of the tray 12 and the dimensions thereof may be
sized and shaped to correspond to the shape of the cork
puller 14. The tray 12 has sidewalls 16 that extend "up-
wardly" from the bottom that define the depth of the tray.
The tray 12 further includes horizontal flanges 18 that
extend perpendicularly outwardly from the sidewalls that
overlap the galley wall G. The tray 12 may be secured
to/within the galley wall G using fasteners, adhesive, etc.
[0025] The assembly further includes a swinging hinge
20 mounted on a hinge pin 22 for moving the cork puller
14 between its stowed and deployed use positions. The
hinge 20 is a substantially planar member, for example
constructed of aluminum, that is attached at its free end
to the cork puller 14. As shown, the hinge pin 22 is re-
ceived through openings in the top and bottom sidewalls
of the tray and is angled slightly with respect to vertical.
The angle of the hinge pin 22 causes the cork puller 14
to raise and angle slightly upward as it moves toward its
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deployed use position.
[0026] The hinge 20 defines a finger hole 24 there-
through for moving the cork puller 14 between its stowed
and deployed use positions. The hinge 20 may be locked
in place in the stowed position by a flange 26 that pro-
trudes slightly into the opening of the tray 12. To move
the cork puller 14 from its stowed position, the hinge 20
is lifted upward to clear the flange 26 such that the free
end of the hinge is free to swing outward. As shown,
clearance is provided between the top of the tray 12 and
the top sidewall 16 for lifting the hinge 20 within the tray.
The hinge 20 may further be angled slightly such that the
cork puller 14 is full to swing about a full 180 degrees
between its stowed and deployed use positions, as
shown in FIG. 2. In the deployed use position, the angled
mounting pin 22 deploys the cork puller 14 at an upward,
ergonomic angle comfortable for use.
[0027] The cork puller 14 mounts to the free end of the
hinge 20 with its handle 28 extending in the direction
generally away from the hinge. The screw 30 is coaxial
with a screw housing 32 and extends downward.
[0028] Referring to FIG. 4, the cork puller 14 in the fully
deployed position is entirely forward of the galley wall G,
thus conveniently positioned for use without obstruc-
tions. Because the assembly requires room to swing be-
tween the stowed and deployed use positions, the as-
sembly is preferably mounted in a position away from
another support wall or from an object in the swinging
pathway of the cork puller 14.
[0029] Referring to FIG. 5, the handle 28 is pivotally
attached to the hinge 20 such that the handle can be
raised and lowered to move the screw 28 away from the
hinge 20 for access. The screw housing 32, which also
serves as a bottle neck positioning collar, is pivotally at-
tached to the cork puller 14 and thus can be swung up-
ward to receive the neck of the bottle 34. The screw hous-
ing 32 may pivot independent of the pivoting movement
of the handle 28.
[0030] To remove a cork, the handle 28 is lifted and
the neck of the bottle 34 is inserted under the screw hous-
ing 32, which tilts out slightly to accommodate the neck
of the bottle, and is held in the correct position in relation
to the screw 30 by the housing. As shown in FIG. 6, the
handle 28 is depressed into the shown position, driving
the screw 30 into the cork. The same position from a
different view is shown in FIG. 7. To remove the cork,
the handle 28 is lifted and the mouth of the bottle 34 is
forced against the screw housing 32. As the handle 28
is lifted further, the cork is removed from the bottle 34.
[0031] The cork puller 14 is therefore conveniently
available for use, protected against pilferage, misuse or
loss. The assembly is easily installed as a retrofit item in
an existing fixture, or can be factory-installed for original
equipment installation. The assembly is particularly con-
venient and space-saving in environments where space
is at a premium.
[0032] The foregoing description provides embodi-
ments of the invention by way of example only. It is en-

visioned that other embodiments may perform similar
functions and/or achieve similar results. Any and all such
equivalent embodiments and examples are intended to
be covered by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A mountable cork puller (10), comprising:

a tray (12) open on one major side thereof adapt-
ed to be mounted in a recess (R) in a wall (G);
a hinge pin (22) associated with the tray (12);
and
a hinge (20) pivotally carried on the hinge pin
(22), the hinge (20) attached at its free end to a
cork puller (14) such that the hinge (20) swings
the cork puller (14) between a stowed position
in which the cork puller (14) is stowed in the tray
(12) and a deployed use position in which the
cork puller (14) is removed from the tray (12).

2. The mountable cork puller (10) according to claim 1,
wherein the hinge pin (22) is angled with respect to
vertical such that the cork puller (14) is raised as it
swings in the direction of the deployed use position.

3. The mountable cork puller (10) according to claim 1,
wherein the hinge (20) defines an opening (24) there-
through for receiving a finger for moving the hinge
(20).

4. The mountable cork puller according to claim 1,
wherein the hinge (20) is angled such that the cork
puller (14) can be swung about 180 degrees between
the stowed and deployed use positions.

5. The mountable cork puller (10) according to claim 1,
wherein the tray (12) includes a flange (26) extending
in the direction of the one open major side behind
which the hinge (20) sits in the stowed position, and
which the hinge (20) is raised to clear to move the
cork puller (14) from the stowed position to the de-
ployed use position.

6. The mountable cork puller (10) according to claim 1,
wherein the tray (12) includes flanges (18) that ex-
tend horizontally outwardly from the one open major
side that overlap the wall (G).

7. The mountable cork puller (10) according to claim 1,
wherein the cork puller (14) comprises:

a handle (28) pivotally connected to the hinge
(20);
a screw (30) connected to the handle (28); and
a screw housing (32) pivotally connected to the
hinge (20);
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wherein the handle (28) is lowered with respect
to the hinge (20) to drive the screw (30) into a
cork in a bottle (34), and is raised with respect
to the hinge (20) to withdraw the cork from the
bottle (34).

8. The mountable cork puller (10) according to claim 7,
wherein the screw housing includes a bottle neck
positioning collar (32).

9. The mountable cork puller (10) according to claim 1,
wherein the cork puller (14) is flush with the wall (G)
when the cork puller (14) is in the stowed position.

10. The mountable cork puller (10) according to claim 1,
wherein the cork puller (14) is positioned forward with
respect to the wall (G) when the cork puller (14) is
in the deployed use position.

Patentansprüche

1. Montierbarer Korkenzieher (10) mit:

einer Schale (12), die auf einer Hauptseite offen
und zur Montage in einer Aussparung (R) in ei-
ner Wand (G) eingerichtet ist,
einem der Schale (12) zugeordneten Scharnier-
stift (22) und
einem Scharnier (20), das drehbar an dem
Scharnierstift (22) getragen ist, wobei das
Scharnier (20) an seinem freien Ende so an ei-
nem Korkenzieher (14) befestigt ist, dass das
Scharnier (20) den Korkenzieher (14) zwischen
einer verstauten Position, in der der Korkenzie-
her (14) in der Schale (12) verstaut ist, und einer
ausgeklappten Gebrauchsposition ver-
schwenkt, in der der Korkenzieher (14) aus der
Schale (12) entfernt ist.

2. Montierbarer Korkenzieher (10) nach Anspruch 1,
bei dem der Scharnierstift (22) bezüglich der Verti-
kalen so in einem Winkel angeordnet ist, dass der
Korkenzieher (14) angehoben wird, während er in
Richtung auf die ausgeklappte Gebrauchsposition
schwenkt.

3. Montierbarer Korkenzieher (10) nach Anspruch 1,
bei dem eine durch das Scharnier (20) hindurchge-
hende Öffnung (24) zur Aufnahme eines Fingers
zum Bewegen des Scharniers (20) gebildet ist.

4. Montierbarer Korkenzieher nach Anspruch 1, bei
dem das Scharnier (20) in einem solchen Winkel an-
geordnet ist, dass der Korkenzieher (14) zwischen
der verstauten und der ausgeklappten Gebrauchs-
position um etwa 180° verschwenkt werden kann.

5. Montierbarer Korkenzieher (10) nach Anspruch 1,
bei dem die Schale (12) einen Flansch (26) aufweist,
der sich in Richtung der einen offenen Hauptseite
erstreckt und hinter dem das Scharnier (20) in der
verstauten Position sitzt, und wobei das Scharnier
(20) so angehoben wird, dass es freigegeben wird,
um den Korkenzieher (14) aus der verstauten Posi-
tion in die ausgeklappte Gebrauchsposition zu be-
wegen.

6. Montierbarer Korkenzieher (10) nach Anspruch 1,
bei dem die Schale (12) Flansche (18) aufweist, die
sich von der einen offenen Hauptseite horizontal
nach außen erstrecken und die Wand (G) überlap-
pen.

7. Montierbarer Korkenzieher (10) nach Anspruch 1,
bei dem der Korkenzieher (14) Folgendes umfasst:

einen Griff (28), der schwenkbar mit dem Schar-
nier (20) verbunden ist,
eine Spindel (30), die mit dem Griff (28) verbun-
den ist, und
ein Spindelgehäuse (32), das schwenkbar mit
dem Scharnier (20) verbunden ist,
wobei der Griff (28) bezüglich des Scharniers
(20) abgesenkt wird, um die Spindel (30) in ei-
nen Korken in einer Flasche (34) zu treiben, und
bezüglich des Scharniers (20) angehoben wird,
um den Korken aus der Flasche (34) herauszu-
ziehen.

8. Montierbarer Korkenzieher (10) nach Anspruch 7,
bei dem das Spindelgehäuse einen Flaschenhals-
positionierungskragen (32) aufweist.

9. Montierbarer Korkenzieher (10) nach Anspruch 1,
bei dem der Korkenzieher (14) bündig mit der Wand
(G) ist, wenn sich der Korkenzieher (14) in der ver-
stauten Position befindet.

10. Montierbarer Korkenzieher (10) nach Anspruch 1,
bei dem der Korkenzieher (14) bezüglich der Wand
(G) vorne positioniert ist, wenn sich der Korkenzieher
(14) in der ausgeklappten Gebrauchsposition befin-
det.

Revendications

1. Tire-bouchon escamotable (10) comprenant :

un plateau (12) ouvert sur son côté majeur,
adapté pour être monté dans un évidement (R)
dans une paroi (G) ;
un axe de charnière (22) associé avec le plateau
(12) ; et
une charnière (20) portée de manière pivotante
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sur l’axe de charnière (22), la charnière (20)
étant fixée au niveau de son extrémité libre à un
tire-bouchon (14), de sorte que la charnière (20)
fait osciller le tire-bouchon (14) entre une posi-
tion rangée dans laquelle le tire-bouchon (14)
est rangé dans le plateau (12) et une position
d’utilisation déployée dans laquelle le tire-bou-
chon (14) est retiré du plateau (12).

2. Tire-bouchon escamotable (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel l’axe de charnière (22) est coudé
par rapport à la verticale, de sorte que le tire-bouchon
(14) monte au fur et à mesure qu’il oscille dans la
direction de la position d’utilisation déployée.

3. Tire-bouchon escamotable (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel la charnière (20) définit une ouver-
ture (24) à travers cette dernière pour recevoir un
doigt afin de déplacer la charnière (20).

4. Tire-bouchon escamotable selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la charnière (20) est coudée de sorte
que le tire-bouchon (14) peut être oscillé à environ
180 degrés entre les positions rangée et d’utilisation
déployée.

5. Tire-bouchon escamotable (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel le plateau (12) comprend un re-
bord (26) s’étendant dans la direction du un côté
majeur ouvert derrière lequel la charnière (20) est
installée dans la position rangée, et dans lequel la
charnière (20) est levée pour être dégagée afin de
faire passer le tire-bouchon (14) de la position ran-
gée à la position d’utilisation déployée.

6. Tire-bouchon escamotable (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel le plateau (12) comprend des re-
bords (18) qui s’étendent horizontalement vers l’ex-
térieur à partir du un côté majeur ouvert, et qui che-
vauchent sur la paroi (G).

7. Tire-bouchon escamotable (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel le tire-bouchon (14) comprend :

une poignée (28) raccordée de manière pivo-
tante à la charnière (20) ;
une vis (30) raccordée à la poignée (28) ; et
un logement de vis (32) raccordée de manière
pivotante à la charnière (20) ;
dans lequel la poignée (28) est abaissée par rap-
port à la charnière (20) afin d’entraîner la vis (30)
dans un bouchon en liège dans une bouteille
(34), et est levée par rapport à la charnière (20)
pour retirer le bouchon en liège de la bouteille
(34).

8. Tire-bouchon escamotable (10) selon la revendica-
tion 7, dans lequel le logement de vis comprend un

collier de positionnement de goulot de bouteille (32).

9. Tire-bouchon escamotable (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel le tire-bouchon (14) est de niveau
avec la paroi (G) lorsque le tire-bouchon (14) est
dans la position rangée.

10. Tire-bouchon escamotable (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel le tire-bouchon (14) est positionné
vers l’avant par rapport à la paroi (G) lorsque le tire-
bouchon (14) est dans la position d’utilisation dé-
ployée.
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